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Abs1w:t 
A high-current relativistic electron beam injected into a uniform 

background gas will drive a significant return current in the beam 
induced background plasma. Interaction of the return current with the 
beam current can drive the beam off axis, possibly resulting in a 
disruptive beam instability such as the resistive hose. If the beam is 
injected into a cylindrical, reduced-density channel in normal density 
air, the return current will preferentially flow in the higher density 
edges of the channel. The dipole component of this return current 
distribution will produce a net centering or tracking force on the beam 
causing it to follow the density channel. This mechanism would 
provide a means of guiding a beam to a desired target as well as 
minimizing scattering and energy loss along the way. Preliminary 
results indicate that at least the first half of the SuperiBEX electron 
beam pulse has been seen to track the density channel. 

Introduction 
The goal of this research is to experimentally test two predicted 

effects of the interaction between electron beams and neutral, reduced
density channels. First the theory suggests that a positive tracking 
force exists between a density channel and an electron beam arising 
from asymmetric plasma current flow induced by the beam in the 
channel. This prediction was verified a few years ago over short 
distances using low current, low 'Y beams and channels offset from the 
propagation chamber axis[1,2] and has been retested recently using 
higher 'Y beams. Secondly if the beam stays in the channel (Beam in 
Channel Propagation Mode) for a significant distance then the rate of 
radius expansion of the beam due to scattering on air molecules 
(Nordsieck Expansion) will decrease below that for a beam propagat
ing in full density air (Lead Pulse Propagation Mode). 

Hardware 
Production 

The SuperiBEX diode uses an unmagnetized, cold-cathode arrange
ment. At present the beam is extracted through a thin anode foil and 
aperture and injected directly into a 40cm long by lOcm diameter, low 
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Figure 1 Beam Generation Hardware 
pressure IFR conditioning cell.(See Figure 1.) A 1.5mil titanium exit 
foil separates the IFR cell from the adjacent atmospheric pressure Be 
cell. The IFR cell with its 1.5mil thick exit foil produces the required 
radius tailoring while the 1.3m long by 20cm diameter Be cell provides 
beam centering and damping of inherent beam sweep while adding 
some additional heating to the beam. The cell uses a single, on-axis, 
21mil diameter copper wire supported by cross hairs at each end and 
pulsed to 9kA to provide the axially uniform, ®-magnetic field which 
guides the beam. Previously, the beam was injected from the diode 
into a passive two-stage, IFR cell which had to both center and radius 
tailor the beam. This passive structure was used for the initial off-axis 
channel tracking studies. 

A 1/4mil thick, aluminized mylar foil separates the conditioning 
hardware from the propagation chamber and provides an electrical 

ground for the Laser Guided Electric Discharge (LGED) which pro
duces the channel. A diagnostics cell containing a Teflon Cerenkov 
foil and a segmented Faraday cup can be mounted at the end of the 
conditioning cell. Table I shows the beam characteristics at each stage 
in its generation. 

Table I 

SuperiBEX Diode With Diode With 
Diode With 

Beam Diode Only SingleiFR Passive, 
IFR Cell 

Characteristics 
Tailoring Two-Stage 

and Be Cell Cell IFR Cell 

Peak Volta11:e 5.3MV 5.3MV 5.3MV 5.3MV 

Peak Current 27kA 24kA 8kA 16kA 

FWHM 30ns 28ns 28ns 25ns 

Beam Radius 0.6cm 1.2cm 2.0cm 1.6cm 

Tailorin11: None 4:1 3:1 4:1 

Stabilitv Poor Fair Good Excellent 

Propagation and Diagnostics 
As the beam emerges from the 1.3m long by 20cm diameter Be cell 

it enters a 1.3m long by 60cm diameter section of propagation chamber. 
(See Figure 2.) The first set of net-current, B-dot probes are mounted 
in the chamber wall just before the transition into the 5m long by 2m 
diameter section of propagation chamber. In the larger chamber B-dot 
probes are mounted on long stalks which project in to a radius of 50cm. 
Sets of 4 probes are spaced at 0.5m or 1m intervals down the axis of 
this section. The signals from each 4-probe set are numerically proc
essed to yield the net current and the net current centroid position vs 
time. Many ports provide optical access to this section also. Camera 
types include open-shutter film cameras, a film loaded streak camera, 
and gated microchannel video cameras. · 
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Figure 2 Beam Propagation Chamber 

Channel Production 
The reduced-density channels are produced by the technique of 

Laser Guided Electric Discharges (LGED).[3] At the end of the 
propagation chamber is an insulated, hollow high-voltage electrode. 
The laser preionizes a path between this electrode and a thin aluminized 
mylar foil covering the entrance aperture, up to 5.2m away. At the 
same time a 1.5MV marx generator is pulsed on to break down the 
preionized path. An inductively isolated (160JJH) auxiliary capacitor 
bank (20JJF, 30kV) is connected in parallel with the marx bank which 
adds additional energy to the discharge in order to make a larger 
diameter, deeper channel. These channels expand rapidly to pressure 
equilibrium at -3cm radius and then grow more slowly to -Scm radius 
while cooling. Their central density is initially about 0.1 atmosphere 
but they gradually fill in as turbulent convective mixing pushes cold, 
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Figure 6 Propagation Without A Channel Shot# 1013 
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Optical Data 
The reason for the onset of this hose type 

instability may be revealed in Figure 8 which is 
a photograph of a beam injected into an 8ms old 
channel. The channel is still glowing suffi
ciently even this long after the discharge heating 
has ended to nearly obscure the beam induce air 
fluorescense in and around the channel. The late 
time granularity of the channel due to turbulent 
convective mixing is evident in the photograph. 
The camera shutter was opened at -7ms and left 
open. Numerical simulations of the interaction 
between this beam and a turbulent channel pre
dict a coupling between the channel inhomoge
neity and the growth rate of the hose instability. 

Figure 9 is a comparison of the beam radius 
as a function of propagation distance that might 
be expected for a "Lead Pulse" (No-Channel) 
beam and a beam in an On-Axis Channel, LN -
300cm and LN -500cm respectively. After a 
couple of meters of propagation the difference 
between the radii should be apparent even to 
simple, open-shutter photography. Figure 10 
presents two open-shutter photographs of the 
beam induced air fluorescence showing the dif
ference in the beam diameter without and with 
a channel present, shots #1025 and #1026 re
spectively. When no channel is present the scat
tering of the beam electrons off air molecules is 
greater than when a reduced-density channel is 
in the beam line. The time delay between chan
nel initiation and beam injection for the lower 
photograph is 16ms. After such a long delay the 
channel would be very shallow so the mnge 
extension would not be as large as for a deeper 
channel. 

Figure 11 displays measured beam gaussian 
radii for these two shots obtained from various 
sources at z-o, Z-240cm and Z-410cm for 
these same two shots. Exponential curves are 
fitted through the data points to determine a 
Nordsieck scattering length for each beam. The 
Nordsieck Length for shot#1025 (16ms delay 
channel) is -470cm. The Nordsieck Length for 
shot#1026 (No-Channel) is -390cm. 

Nordsieck Length Comparison 
R='Ro*exp(Z/Ln) 

R= I.Soxp(Z/300) 

R= I.Sexp(Z/500) 

100 200 300 400 

Z(cm) 

500 

Figure 8 Open Shutter Photograph of Beam and 8ms Old Channel Figure 9 Calculated Rate of Expansion of the Beam Envelope 
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outside air into the channel. These channels are very long lasting, on 
the order of a 100 millisecond or more. 

Off-Axis Channel Tracking 
Figure 3 shows X vs Y cross-plots and the X, Y, and Inet vs Time 

plots for a 3.5ms delay, off-axis channel tracking shot, #755. The 
dotted lines indicate the position of the channel relative to the propa
gation chamber axis. In this experimental run during the autumn of 
1990 with the two-stage IFR centering/conditioning hardware only the 
A probe set (Z•62cm) and the C probe set (Z-182cm) were active. The 
tracking force is proportional to the beam current which was relatively 
low at only 8kA and the beam stability without a channel present was 
not good beyond Z•2m. The channel was only 3m in length but the 
same energy per unit length was deposited in the channel as on 
subsequent experiments with longer channels. We found that only the 
head of the beam tended to track toward the channel. Just at or near 
the peak of the current pulse the beam tended to leave the channel. Due 
to the poor quality of the beam produced by the two-stage IFR appara
tus a development effort was undertaken to produce a beam with higher 
current and stable propagation characteristics. This effort led to the 
IFR/Be cell configuration. 

Lead Pulse (No-Channel) Propagation 
Magnetic Probe Data 

Figure 4 shows the time averaged beam position (X, Y) and standard 
deviation (ax ,ay) at three Z positions for nine N a-Channel shots using 
the IFR/Be hardware. Magnetic probe set A is 
at Z•1.3m, the C set at Z•2.5m, and the F set at 

Probe Set A: Z= 1.3m 
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Figure 3. Tracking of an Off-Axis Channel 

4.5m. There is a residual, low frequency mo
tion in the net current centroid of the order of 
N5cmat Z-4.5m that the conditioning apparatus 
was not able to remove. The initial beam radius 

Average Offsets for No·Channel Shots 
Probe Set C: Z=l.Sm 

Average Ofi'seu for No-Channel Shots 

Probe Set F: Z=4.Sm 
Average Ofi'sltl for No-Channel Shots 

is N 1.6cm and in full density air this beam has 
a calculated Nordsieck scattering length of LN 
- 4m so the beam radius at Z-4.5m should be e 
-Scm, thus this motion is still only on the order ~ 
of one beam radius. 

Figure 5 shows X vs Y cross-plots and the X, 
Y, and Inet vs Time plots for a typical No-Chan
nel shot, #1020 which was included in the data 
set shown in Figure 4. It further emphasizes 
that while the beam may drift slightly off axis 
the high frequency hose motion is still quite 
small. Much of the apparent fluctuation in the 
centroid position very late in the pulse is due to 
numerical errors related to division by small 
values of the total net current. 

On-Axis Channel Propagation 
Magnetic Probe Data 

Figure 6 shows X vs Y cross-plots and the X, 
Y, and Inet vs Time plots for shot #1013, a 4ms 
channel delay shot. It shows an essentially 
monotonically increasing offset of the beam as 
a function of both the propagation distance and 
the pulse time. This is an example of Beam into 
Channel injection wherein the channel conduc
tivity is too high at injection time. The channel 
undergoes avalanche ionization resulting in a 
return current distribution that ejects the beam 
from the channel. Figure 7 shows X vs Y cross
plots and the X, Y, and !net vs Time plots for 
shot #1027, an 8ms channel delay shot. It 
shows an unexpectedly strong hose motion 
which grows as the beam propagates down the 
target chamber. While the beam was relatively 
stable through the A probe set position, 
Z•1.3m, the beam became increasing unstable 
the further it propagated. 
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Figure 10 Open Shutter Photographs of Shots 1025 and 1026 

Conclusions 
In the initial data run to test offset channel tracking with high Y beams 

there was evidence that at least the first half of the beam did track the 
channel before being ejected. However the beam was low current and 
inherently hose unstable making it unsuitable for continued offset 
channel tests. After a development program on the conditioning cells 
we were able to produce high current stable beams. A second data run 
was completed this spring using stable beams for injection into the 
reduced-density channels. As expected the beam is expelled from the 
channel if the residual conductivity of the channel is not allowed to 
decay before beam injection. These beams experienced unexpectedly 
large hose oscillations when injected into what are deemed low con
ductivity channels. Numerical simulations indicate that the instablility 
may be driven by a coupling between the beam and large scale density 
fluctuations in the channel caused by turbulent convective mixing of 
cold normal density air into the hot reduced density channel. Using 
optical measurements we were able to verify that the scattering length 
did increase when the beam stayed in the channel even though the 
channel on shot#1025 was verv shallow fl6ms delav). 
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